
JOB 
INTERVIEW



Researching yourself

If you want to get a good job you should possess certain qualities, features, characteristics. You know that 
there are strong candidates and not very strong ones. What are the features or qualities of both of them? 

Find the necessary words in the vocabulary list and fill in the following table.

Characteristics
                                                  +                                                                    -

unable to use his knowledge to the full not good at planning
motivated can accept change
a bad team player a highly effective communicator
looking for carrier perspectives able to use his initiative
not enthusiastic works better autonomously
agrees with everything creates an adult-to adult relationship
neat and tidy uses standard answers



“Tricky interview questions”

Interviewer: What do you see as your strengths?

Linda: I am organized and apply a systematic approach to my work. I believe in good time management. This enables me to 
get work done in time. I’m also able to prioritize my work and work under pressure if deadlines are moved forward. For 
example in my last job there were quieter periods and periods of high activity when there was a lot of pressure to complete 
tasks on time. I implemented a new system of managing the workload in our team and planning ahead. This way we were able 
to share the work more effectively and always ensure that we had the capacity to deal with increased pressure and any 
unexpected problems.

Rafa: Well, that’s a difficult question to answer. I think I’m a very hard worker and somebody who takes pride in my work. 
Being very determined means that I always make sure that I complete work that I set myself. I’m reliable and good at 
working with other people. I can speak French and Spanish fluently and definitely feel that I have the skills that this job 
requires.

Linda vs Rafa???



Interviewer: What are your weaknesses?

Linda: Well, my French is a bit rusty, so I have recently started evening classes to 
improve it. I used to be a bit disorganized at university but I’ve started using to-do lists, 
which has enabled me to prioritize tasks more efficiently. 

Rafa: That’s a difficult question. I’d have to say that my main weaknesses are that I am a 
perfectionist and insist on everything being just right , and I am stubborn at times.

“Tricky interview questions”

Linda vs Rafa???



Interviewer: What do you like doing in your spare time?

Linda: I enjoy playing volleyball and was captain of the team during my last year at 
university. I still play regularly for a local club and love going away with the team 
for matches against other clubs. I’m a keen traveler. During the summer last year I 
spent a months in Africa working with volunteers at a national reserve. I’m currently 
planning an expedition to Thailand.

Rafa: In my free time I enjoy reading, going to the cinema, travelling and I also go 
swimming twice a week.

“Tricky interview questions”

Linda vs Rafa???





















You may find different tips how to behave at an interview on the Internet or in special literature. 
Look through the tips and say what tips are advisable/not advisable.  

1. Arrive ten minutes early.

2. Speak English with a friend before the interview.

3. Bring a close friend with you for support.

4. Take a copy of your CV and examples of your work with you.

5. Learn some impressive words and phrases to use in the interviews.

6. Memorize long answers to questions that you anticipate being asked.

7. Smile all the time.

8. Look at the interviewer.

9. Wear a suit and a tie (men) or a dress (women).

10. Keep quiet if you don’t understand a question.

11. Speak softly.



TYPES of JOB INTERVIEW



Home task
Watch the video and 

answer the following questions:

1. How does Steve react when the security camera talks to him?

2. Why is he so nervous?

3. Has the security camera talked to other job candidates before?

4. Does Steve know a lot about the company? Why? / Why not?

5. What is the most important part of an interview?

6. Does the security camera help Steve?

7. Why, according to the security camera, is Steve the ideal candidate?

8. What does the company sell?


